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Wes Anderson’s newest creation The Grand Budapest Hotel (2014) is a clever blend of storytelling and comedy 

that keeps you oblivious to the fact that the minutes are quickly ticking past. Complete with a stolen painting, an 

unjust imprisonment, and sledding down a mountainside in pursuit of “Foes” in black leather jackets, The Grand 

Budapest Hotel is a collection of several stories being told within each other. Each narrative goes back several 

years until we meet M. Gustave (Ralph Fiennes), the proprietor of a hotel in the fictional Zubrowka in the early 

1930s. We then meet Zero Moustafa (Toni Revolori) as Gustave takes it upon himself to personally mentor the 

new lobby boy according to his high standards of how the hotel should run and operate. A former guest 

Madame Céline Villeneuve Desgoffe und Taxis (Tilda Swinton) dies rather suddenly to start off the whirlwind of 

events and a greedy scramble for her fortune by her remaining family then ensues. Cue the murder mystery 

and angry relatives. Gustave must recover a priceless painting, search for traitors, find a lost will, and not get 

arrested – again – all with trusty Zero at his side. There might even be a brave pastry smuggler. 

The choppy camera transitions, while somewhat distracting at first, ended up being appropriate to the overall 

style of the film. The design of the Grand Hotel also demands your attention with the detailed ornate décor and 

childishly bright colors of its prime. This enhances the contrast with the almost ancient melancholy of a beautiful 

run down ruin as Zero is telling Gustave’s story in it many years later.  

Splashes of comedy throughout the film are perfect in timing and amount as Gustave and Zero wear silly 

disguises to fool the police and the seemingly omnipresent henchman of the Taxis family. Zero gets Gustave out 

of trouble time and time again as well as the other way around, and lighthearted piano scales trill happily in the 

background of what would otherwise be boring or dark scenes.  

Never mind the bright purple costumes and raining gunfire in the halls. Do not underestimate the power of the 

Mendl’s pastry.  
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